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Abstract. Micropayment schemes are recently considered to have a variety of practical applications. Such kind
of schemes handle a sequence of very small payments which therefore should be quite efficient to be payed and
verified. An electronic lottery ticket scheme was proposed by Rivest as a means of probabilistic micropayment
scheme in order to reduce the administrative cost of the bank. In this paper, the above probabilistic micropay-
ment scheme is extensively studied and get improved. Analysis shows that the scheme by Rivest may reduce
the administrative cost of the bank, however it brings extensive computational overhead to the merchant. A
proposed simple modification improves the performance of Rivest scheme extensively. Furthermore, a novel
development of self-randomized winning number generation is proposed in order to improve the fairness of the
first proposed probabilistic micropayment scheme.

Keywords: Electronic lottery ticket, Electronic payment, Fairness, Micropayment, One-way hash function,
Probabilistic micropayment.

1 Introduction

Internetmicropaymentschemes have received growing attention recently, mostly due to the fact that these schemes
exhibit the potential of being embedded in numerous Internet based applications. As a special type of electronic
payments, micropayment schemes allow a customer to pay a merchant a sequence of small payments over the
computer network in exchange for services or electronic products from the merchant. With these services or prod-
ucts, it is often inappropriate to pay the total amount of money either in advance or afterwards. This is particularly
true in certain cases where real time bargaining results in the requirement of a small payment being received and
verified by the merchant. Evidently, in such a scenario of payment, all the following costs should be minimized:

(1) Computational cost: This cost should be comparable with the value to be paid. Therefore, the invocation
of public key computation should be prevented or at least be kept as limited to large amount of payment as
possible.

(2) Storage cost: Since there will be a large amount of payment to be handled and each of which is of a tiny value,
it is not feasible to keep a record of each payment. This will probably make the cost of processing the payment
exceeding the value of the transaction.

(3) Administrative cost: This includes the minimization of interactions with the trusted third party, usually the
bank, the frequency of doing withdrawal and deposit.
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Possible practical applications of the above micropayment model include digital newspaper [1], on-line journal
subscription, on-line database query, multimedia entertainment over the Internet, and Internet advertisement (say
via lottery tickets [2] and it is the primary consideration of this paper). More examples can be found in [2, 3]. In
addition, accounting and pricing for Internet services and mobile telecommunication may represent yet another set
of promising applications of micropayments [4–8].

Some notable representatives of micropayment schemes can be found in the literature [2, 3, 9–14]. The fun-
damental cryptographic tool for most of these payment systems is a one-way hash chain which has widely been
known by researchers ever since Lamport first proposed its use in one-time passwords [15, 16].

Electronic lottery ticket was proposed in [2] as a means of probabilistic micropayment scheme in order to
reduce the administrative cost of the bank. This new technique also enables the Internet advertisement. In an
Internet advertisement, in a completely reverse scenario the merchant may wish to pay every time some small
amount of money to his customers who visit the commercial advertising home page and fill some questionaries.
Since each payment will be very small, it is not appropriate to pay by using a general purpose electronic payment
systems. In this situation, an electronic lottery ticket as a payment will be very useful and will even promote to the
commercial advertisement.

Due to the importance and potential applications of electronic lottery ticket as probabilistic micropayment, in
this paper we analyze the scheme proposed in [2]. The result is that the scheme in [2] may reduce the adminis-
trative cost of the bank, however the scheme brings extensive computational overhead to the merchant. The main
contribution of this paper is that two improved versions of electronic lottery tickets are proposed which solve the
mentioned disadvantage in [2].

2 Micropayment System Based on Cryptographic Hash Chain

Some notations and symbols about a one-way hash chain are reviewed in the following.

Notation 1 When a functionh is iteratively appliedr times to an argumentXn, the result will be denoted as
hr(Xn), that is

hr(Xn) = h(h(· · · (h︸ ︷︷ ︸
r times

(Xn)) · · ·)).

When the functionh() in the iteration is instantiated with a one-way hash function, such as MD5 [17] and
SHA [18], the result is aone-way hash chainas shown in Fig. 1. Note that within the chain, each elementXi is
computed ashn−i(Xn).

X0 = hn(Xn) ← X1 = hn−1(Xn) ← · · · ← Xn−1 = h1(Xn) ← Xn

Fig. 1. One-way hash chain.

2.1 Review of PayWord Micropayment Scheme

The PayWord micropayment scheme [3] which is mainly based on the idea of using a one-way hash chain, will be
briefly reviewed in the following.

Prior to the first transaction between a customer and a merchant, the following preparatory steps need to be
carried out.

(1) The customer generates apayment chainas follows:

X0 ← X1 ← X2 ← · · · ← Xn−1 ← Xn

whereXi = h(Xi+1) for i = n − 1, n − 2, · · · , 1, 0, andh() is a cryptographic one-way hash function. The
valueXn is a secret value selected at random by the customer.

(2) The customer signs, e.g., using RSA [19], on the rootX0, together with the merchant’s identity and other
pieces of information (if required):

SignC(Merchant-ID||X0||Cert)

where “Cert” used as a proof of credentials, is a digital certificate issued to the customer by a bank. Note that
the signature onX0 acts as a commitment.
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(3) The customer then sends

SignC(Merchant-ID||X0||Cert), Merchant-ID,Cert, X0

to the merchant.

After completing successfully the above steps between the customer and the particular merchant, the number
Xi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) can now be used as theith coin to be paid. When receiving a new coinXi form the customer,

the merchant verifies whetherXi−1
?= h(Xi). The merchant acceptsXi as a valid payment only if the verification

is successful. Note that the merchant can store a validXi in place ofXi−1.

2.2 Performance Analysis of PayWord

In the following, efficiency analysis is given. Suppose that the customer only stores the last coinXn for space
saving reason (a reasonable assumption for many practical environments, e.g., a smart IC card with few memory
space), then he has to compute each necessary new coin when required. This consists of a sequence of hash
function computation. It is clear that the computation ofX1 costsn−1 hash computation andX2 costsn−2 hash
computation, and so on. On average, each new coin generation will cost

((n− 1) + (n− 2) + . . . + 1)/n = (n− 1)/2

hash computation. If we consider also the computation of rootX0, the average cost will be(n + 1)/2. At the
merchant’s side, it always takes one hash function computation to verify the validity of each received new coin.
Note that at the user’s side, the computational complexity of each new coin generation isO(n), wheren is the
length of the underlying hash chain. With some hash chain traversal techniques, the complexity can be reduced to
O(log2 n) [20]. Simple idea to slightly improve the performance by adding one or more midway points has been
considered in [21].

Evidently, the computational efficiency can be enhanced extensively if a much smaller value ofn is chosen.
Unfortunately, in a practical application, this setting will eventually slow down the overall system performance
because that it requires the customer to generate public key based signature much more frequently. Recall that the
most important issue of PayWord is the minimization of using public key cryptography.

3 Probabilistic Micropayment Scheme

Although the above micropayment system is efficient, there are still some problems to be considered and resolved.
In the conventional paper cash system, the very large amount of micropayment transferred between the customers
and the merchants does not need the invocation of the trusted third party, usually the bank. However, in the elec-
tronic micropayment system, each payment chain should be processed by the bank and as mentioned before the
parametern should not be too large for the sake of performance. So, a moderately large amount of signatures will
be transfered from a customer to a merchant during a period of payment process, then will be transfered from a
merchant to the bank during the clearing process. Therefore, it will be much beneficial to the bank if the signed
commitmentsSignC(X0) can be verified/processed in a batch approach in such a way that a large group of signa-
tures can be verified together. Some signature schemes suitable for batch verification [22, 23] are what required for
this purpose. However, the batch processing will induce a long delay before the deposit of many payment chains
issued by a specific customer can be handled. This could be impractical for many applications and will some-
what increase storage cost for the merchants. Recall that storage space is one of the costs to be minimized for a
micropayment system.

Although the third party (the bank) should handle every transaction in clearing process, should the third party
attend every transaction on-line (during the purchase)? In systems that a transaction succeeds only if the bank ap-
proves it, there is no way for a customer to exceed his solvency, but the communication cost is large. As mentioned
before, communication cost is part of the administrative cost which should be minimized. In contrast, systems that
do transaction off-line (the third party does not attend in the purchase process), the communication cost is reduced
while the bank suffers the risk of user’s overdrawing or other malicious behavior (e.g., abuse of certificate). In
fact, it is the bank’s trade-off between risk and efficiency. In [24], Jarecki and Odlyzko proposed a micropayment
scheme based on probabilistic operation which tries to find a point with acceptable risk and feasible efficiency in
that trade-off. Furthermore, in [2] a better solution with extensively small computational cost was provided and
will be discussed later.
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3.1 Electronic Lottery Tickets

A probabilistic micropayment scheme was proposed in [2] which was motivated from the idea of issuing lottery
ticket. The scheme tries to simplify the work of the bank and was claimed efficient since the bank handles only the
winning tickets, instead of all tickets (as micropayment).

In this probabilistic micropayment scheme, the lottery tickets issuer (it is often a customer with a ticket issuing
certificate received from the bank) can issue electronic lottery tickets with winning prize of $10.00 and each
ticket with a winning probability of1/1000. Then, each lottery ticket has an expected value of one cent and can
be employed as a micropayment of one cent. From the bank’s view-point, such kind of payments will be much
efficient because the bank only has to manage the winning lottery tickets issued by customers.

In the scheme [2], the ticket construction is itself a digital signature of the following message (list only the
most important parts).

(1) The root of a cryptographic hash chain as in PayWord.
(2) The name of the issuer/customer who creates the electronic lottery tickets. Also, the name of the recipi-

ent/merchant.
(3) A winning number indicator that indicates how the winning number will be determined for a specific payment

chain or for all payment chains.
(4) A ticket face value that specifies the payment to be received if the lottery ticket comes up to be a winner.

Generally, there are two types of winning number indicators, one of the internal type and the other the external
approach [2].

(a) External winning indicator: This is much like the conventional lottery ticket operation system. An external
indicator refers to some source or authority who will announce a winning number in a specified date.

(b) Internal winning indicator: A straightforward example of an internal indicator is the last few digits, say 3
digits, of a 30-digit decimal numberw whose MD5 or SHA hash value ish(w). The winning numberw is
randomly selected by the recipient but he will send the hash valueh(w) to the issuer. So,w is kept secret from
the issuer. The issuer then includesh(w) into the commitment/signature when creating a lottery ticket chain.

There are some trade-off between the above two winning indicator methods. If the merchant wishes to know
whether each received ticket is a winner, the internal indicator approach is the choice. However, it is obvious that
interaction between the customer and the merchant is required in order to setup valid lottery tickets. On the other
hand, a simpler system can be obtained with external indicator. However, in this design, the merchant suffers from
the risk that the issuer may unable to pay afterwards. Also, all the received tickets should be stored before the
winning number will be published.

Primary constructions of probabilistic micropayment in [2] are illustrated which are all directly related with
PayWord [3]. Another probabilistic micropayment scheme proposed in [25] is a variant of [2]. It eliminates the
hash chain structure and the two-way interaction between the user and the merchant, but each transaction requires
two digital signatures and related verifications.

3.2 External Indicator Based Approach: The Protocol EI-1

In this protocol, the customer constructs a payment chain as usual and gives the commitment of this chain to the
merchant. In the commitment, an announcement of the winning policyWP , e.g., indicating the source of winning
number, will be included asSignC(X0||WP ).

Two primary drawbacks of the external indicator approach are [2]:

(a) Collaboration between the customer and the source of issuing winning number, e.g., the bank, should be
prevented. The better way is to include more independent sources.

(b) The merchant must store all received electronic lottery tickets until the related winning numbers are revealed
and the tickets are checked.

3.3 Internal Indicator Based Approach-1: The protocol II-1

This protocol needs an initial interaction between the customer and the merchant in order to construct valid lottery
tickets. The merchant selects the winning numberw in random (in the protocol, only a portion ofw will be
considered as the winning number, e.g., the last three decimal digits), but he will sendh(w) to the customer. The
customer constructs a payment chain and sends the following commitment

SignC(X0||h(w))
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to the merchant. Each micropaymentXi is defined to be a winning lottery ticket ifXi ≡ w (mod 1000). Here, we
ignore the details of the bit string to integer conversion function, BS2IP [26], which converts hash function’s out-
puts,Xi andw, into integers. Since the merchant knows the winning numberw, he can getimmediateinformation
about whether the received micropaymentXi is a winning ticket. An immediate clearing process for a winning
ticket can be conducted between the merchant and the bank by showingSignC(X0||h(w)), X0, Xi, andw. On
the other hand, all unnecessary commitments and tickets can be totally removed from the merchant’s machine.
Therefore, both the two primary drawbacks of protocol EI-1 can be prevented.

However, a disadvantage still remains in this protocol II-1. Showing or releasingw (w mod 1000 is sufficient)
enables the customer to decide whether each of unspent coins is a winning ticket. This of course somewhat destroys
the rule of lottery tickets using as payment.

3.4 Internal Indicator Based Approach-2: The protocol II-2

In this protocol, the customer constructs a payment chain and the most interesting design is that the merchant also
constructs awinning number chainas

W0, W1,W2, . . . , Wn

whereWi = h(Wi+1) for i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. The merchant gives the rootW0 of this winning number chain to
the customer and the customer computes and sends the commitment

SignC(X0||W0)

with the rootX0 to the merchant.
The i-th ticket Xi in the payment chain is a winning ticket if and only ifXi = Wi (mod 1000). With the

knowledge ofWi, the merchant can immediately inform the bank and receives money ifXi wins. Note that deliv-
eringWi will not release the knowledge ofWi+1, therefore this protocol overcomes the disadvantage of protocol
II-1.

4 Improved Probabilistic Micropayment Scheme Using Internal Indicator – The
Protocol II-3

Although the protocol II-2 seems to solve all disadvantages of probabilistic micropayment protocol, especially the
protocol II-1, however the protocol II-2 is evidently much less efficient for the merchant as well as less efficient
for both the customer and the bank (when compared with the protocol II-1). An improved version with internal
indicator allowingimmediate clearingrequest from the merchant will be proposed in this section.

4.1 Analysis of the Protocol II-2

It should be noted thatXi is defined to be a winning lottery ticket ifXi = Wi (mod 1000). This implies that
the merchant now needs almost the same computational complexity to check each received ticket as what the
customer does to generate each ticket to be paid. In fact, the merchant takes one more hash computation for each
ticket checking, i.e., to check whetherXi−1 = h(Xi). On average, for the merchant’s side, each received ticket
will cost

(((n− 1) + (n− 2) + . . . + 1)/n) + 1 = (n + 1)/2

hash computation to be verified for its validity and winning status. Recall that in all other previous protocols (except
protocol II-2), the merchant needs one hash function computation to verify the validity and winning status of each
received ticket. The extensive overhead for merchants becomes impractical for many applications, especially for
those merchants that provide real-time service to extremely many customers at the same time, e.g., accounting and
pricing servers for Internet services and mobile telecommunication.

In all other previous protocols (except protocol II-2), the bank needs to verify the onewayness relationship of
a winning payment chain. However, in protocol II-2, the bank also needs to verify the onewayness relationship of
the related winning number chain. The customer also suffers from this computational overhead.

Because of the potential importance of probabilistic micropayment and especially under the model ofimme-
diate clearingrequirement, development of efficient such protocols are necessary. A possible improved protocol
will be proposed in the following.
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4.2 The Improved Protocol II-3

In this improved protocol, the customer constructs a payment chain (with lengthn) as

X0, X1, X2, . . . , Xn

whereXi = h(Xi+1) for i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, and the merchant constructs a winning number chain (with length
m) as

W0,W1,W2, . . . , Wm

whereWi = h(Wi+1) for i = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1. Note that the length of the winning number chain can be much
shorter than the length of the payment chain, i.e.,m ¿ n. This is the first primary difference between the protocol
II-2 and the protocol II-3. The merchant first sends the rootW0 of the winning number chain to the customer and
the customer prepares the commitment

SignC(X0||W0)

and sends it with the rootX0 to the merchant.
The secondary difference between the protocol II-2 and the protocol II-3 is the definition of winning ticket.

Definition 1 Thekth (k = 1, 2, . . .) winning ticket of the protocol II-3 is defined asXi (accordinglyXi mod 1000
as the winning number) with a smallest integeri such thati > I (whereXI is the(k − 1)th winning ticket) and
Xi ≡ Wk (mod 1000). The integerI is set to zero for the first winning ticket.

As in the protocol II-1 and the protocol II-2, the merchant can ask for immediate clearing process on a winning
ticket by showingXi, Wk, and other related information. Notice that revealing theith winning numberWi will
not release anyWj (j > i), so the disadvantage of the protocol II-1 is resolved.

In this improved protocol, the selection of much shorter winning number chain withm ¿ n leads to an
extensive performance improvement. This is a probabilistic payment protocol and it is usually with very small
possibility of winning (in order to enhance the performance). Furthermore, double or more winnings within a
single payment chain is extremely less frequent. The following illustrative parameters setting is reasonable for
most of the cases:

(a) winning number of 3 decimal digits (e.g., defined asWk mod 1000);
(b) payment chain of length between 100 to 500 (i.e., the parametern);
(c) winning number chain of length between 3 to 5 (i.e., the parameterm).

In the above protocol, the merchant can compute the most fresh winning numberWk and stores it for comparing
with each received new ticket. The next winning numberWk+1 will be computed only if required. The merchant
can also compute all the winning numbers in advance and stores them in a small table for later use. Both the above
two approaches are efficient sincem is a very small integer.

5 Enhanced Protocol with Self-Randomized Winning Number Generation – The
Protocol II-4

As mentioned in Section 1, a micropayment scheme tries to minimize both cost (computation or space costs) and
administrative work (e.g., work load of clearing process). The probabilistic micropayment protocol in [2] reduces
the work load of the bank by avoiding to deal with every payment chain. Unfortunately, that protocol increases the
computational load of the merchant extensively.

The proposed protocol II-3 in Section 4 tries to reduce the load of both the bank and the merchant at the same
time, and thus solves the disadvantage of a protocol in [2], i.e., the protocol II-2. However, there is so a problem
remained in the protocol II-3 that “tricks” can be employed by the customer. Note that this disadvantage also exists
in the protocol II-1. In this section, the protocol II-3 will be analyzed and a further enhanced protocol will be
proposed.

5.1 Security Analysis of the Protocol II-3

A probabilistic micropayment protocol takes advantage of the nature of being probabilistic. In the proposed pro-
tocol II-3 (and also the protocol II-1 [2]), a greedy customer can obtain some advantages from a simple statistical
analysis and makes the payment protocol be somewhat unfair.

Suppose that all the firstt lottery ticketsXi (i = 1, 2, . . . , t) are all distinct in their last 3 digits and all these
tickets are not winning tickets, the customer could store all theXi mod 1000 (i = 1, 2, . . . , t) in a table for further
analysis. We also assume that the hash function is a random permutation, so each value in that payment chain is an
outcome of fair coin toss. Then, the following two cases happen on the next ticket valueXt+1:
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(1) If Xt+1 mod 1000 is not in the table, then the customer knows that the expected probability forXt+1 to be a
winning ticket is 1

1000−t (> 1
1000 ). Instead of suffering the larger probability to pay the merchant, the customer

may discard the following tickets within this payment chain for some reasons (for example to claim the loss
of the secretXn) and pays with a new payment chain. This is especially noticeable for large value oft.

(2) If Xt+1 mod 1000 is found within the table, then the customer can pay it without any cost sinceXt+1 is
definitely not a winning ticket.

Therefore, in the protocol II-3 (and also protocol II-1), during the process of winning status checking, although
the merchant does not reveal the winning numberWk directly, the merchant however releases implicitly the com-
plementary information that the winning number is notXi.

5.2 The Enhanced Protocol II-4 and Its Cryptanalysis

In order to avoid any possibleside-channelof releasing the information of the current winning condition genera-
tion, one possible solution is to create different winning number for each related ticketXi. This strategy was also
employed in the development of protocol II-2 [2], but that straightforward design is not efficient at all. A novel de-
sign ofself-randomized winning number generationis proposed in the following in order to develop a probabilistic
micropayment protocol using lottery ticket without side-channel that is efficient for the customer, the merchant,
and the bank.

In this enhanced protocol, the customer constructs a payment chain with lengthn asX0, X1, X2, . . . , Xn and
the merchant constructs animplicit winning number chain with lengthm asW0,W1,W2, . . . ,Wm wherem ¿ n.
The merchant sendsW0 to the customer and the customer prepares the commitment asSignC(X0||W0), then he
sends the commitment and the rootX0 to the merchant.

The difference between the proposed protocol II-3 and this enhanced version II-4 is the adoption of the self-
randomized winning number generation.

Definition 2 Thekth (k = 1, 2, . . .) winning ticket of the protocol II-4 is defined asXi (accordinglyXi mod 1000
as the winning number) with a smallest integeri such thati > I (whereXI is the(k − 1)th winning ticket) and
Xi ≡ h(i||Xi||Wk) (mod 1000). The integerI is set to zero for the first winning ticket.

Instead of using a fixed valueWk mod 1000 directly derived fromWk as thekth winning number, a varying
random value

h(i||Xi||Wk) mod 1000

is computed as thekth winning number which is dependent onWk (a fixed value), the payment ticket valueXi, and
its index valuei. Therefore, even if a sameWk is considered for determining the winning status of many payment
ticketsXi’s, all the related winning numbers are randomly computed by including theXi and the indexi. Note
especially that distinct winning numbers are computed even ifXi = Xj (i 6= j) since the index valuesi andj are
also included during the winning number generation.

Considering the properties of cryptographic hash functions, preimage resistance, 2nd-preimage resistance, and
collision resistance [27], there is no direct relationship betweenh(i||Xi||Wk) mod 1000 andh(j||Xj ||Wk) mod
1000 for distinct i andj. With this design, the customer cannot conduct any useful statistical analysis. Precisely,
the following two properties hold onXi andXj for distincti andj:

Property (1) If Xi 6= Xj andXi 6≡ h(i||Xi||Wk) (mod 1000) (which meansXi is not a winning ticket), then
it does not guarantee directly thatXj ≡ h(j||Xj ||Wk) (mod 1000) will happen with probability larger than

1
1000 since bothh(i||Xi||Wk) mod 1000 andh(j||Xj ||Wk) mod 1000 are statistically independent. There-
fore, no table maintenance of non-winning tickets (or its related last three digits) is useful for the customer to
predict that a coming payment ticket will become a winning one with larger probability than1

1000 .
Property (2) If Xi = Xj , then it does not imply directly thath(i||Xi||Wk) ≡ h(j||Xj ||Wk) (mod 1000).

Contrarily, bothh(i||Xi||Wk) mod 1000 and
h(j||Xj ||Wk) mod 1000 are statistically independent ifh() is a perfect cryptographic hash function. So, ifXi

is not a winning ticket, thenXj (= Xi) will be a winning ticket with the probability of 1
1000 . Therefore, no

table maintenance of non-winning tickets (or its related last three digits) is useful for the customer to rule out
the possibility of a coming payment ticket to be a winning one.

Based on the above two properties, the winning status decision process in the protocol II-4 for every payment
ticket is unpredictable and is perfectly randomized to the customer no matter ifXi andXj (i 6= j) are the same.
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5.3 Generalization of the Winning Status Decision Process

In the following discussions, the winning status decision process is generalized as

Xi ≡ f(i,Xi,Wk) (mod N)

wheref() is the winning number producing function andN is an integer, say 1000 as in all previous illustrative
examples.

A straightforward selection off() is a cryptographic hash function as in all previous examples. Due to the
intrinsic assumption of infeasibility of computing the inverse hash function, given the information ofh(i,Xi,Wk),
it is computationally infeasible for the customer to find an exact value ofWk. Note that even if a possibleWk

is found, it may not be the desired one since cryptographic hash function may still collide. The derived possible
Wk should satisfy the property ofWk−1 = h(Wk). Without the knowledge of currentWk, it is impossible for
the customer to predict the coming winning numbersh(i + 1, Xi+1,Wk). In the above statements, it is supposed
that in the protocol II-4 the merchant should sendh(i, Xi,Wk) to the customer. This is a very strong assumption
since in a practical implementation the merchant needs only to indicate whether the received payment ticketXi is
a winning ticket (or the customer can collect this binary information by some other means). More precisely, only
the information of whetherXi ≡ h(i,Xi,Wk) (mod N) will be available to the customer.

Based on the above discussions, in a practical application where the merchant does not sendf(i,Xi, Wk)
directly to the customer, the winning number producing functionf() can be a much simpler function with weaker
cryptographic assumptions than a one-way function should provide. Possible examples of such functionf() are
simplified versions of cryptographic hash function or encryption cipher with fewer rounds or simplified operations.
It can also be any dedicated design. The only requirements for this simplified computation off(i,Xi, Wk) mod N
are both the Property (1) and the Property (2) described in the subsection 5.2.

Therefore, in a design wheref() is a cryptographic hash the merchant needs two cryptographic hash compu-
tations for every received coin. The first hash computation verifies whetherXi−1 = h(Xi) and the other hash
computation generates the new winning number. However, in most cases wheref() can be much efficient than a
hash functionh(), so the merchant needs slightly more than one hash computation for every received coin. Hence,
both the merchant and the customer can perform in almost the same performance as in the original PayWord
scheme [3]. Furthermore, the administrative work of the bank can be reduced extensively. Totally, this achieves the
goal of a probabilistic micropayment that described in [2].

6 Conclusions

In the PayWord micropayment scheme [3], a sequence of coins to be spent are prepared in the form of one-way
hash chain such that the payment chain is generated in the computationally easy direction while it is payed to the
merchant in the computationally hard direction. Rivest also proposed a modified version in a probabilistic approach
trying to reduce the administrative and computational work of the bank. In this probabilistic PayWord scheme [2],
the merchant also has to prepare a winning number chain.

As pointed out in the introduction, micropayment would play a major role in the future electronic commerce
and some other possible applications. Development of secure and efficient micropayment systems for general
purpose applications is a growing important issue undoubtedly. Because of the potential importance of probabilis-
tic micropayment and especially under the model ofimmediate clearingrequirement, the probabilistic PayWord
scheme is thoroughly studied in this paper. Analysis shows that the straightforward extension from PayWord [3]
into probabilistic PayWord [2] does not provide a satisfactory result.

Therefore, we propose an enhanced probabilistic micropayment scheme (the protocol II-4) which is secure (in
terms of fairness and intractability of deriving unspent coin) as in the original probabilistic PayWord scheme and
most importantly the proposed scheme is efficient for all the three parties of the payment, i.e., the customer, the
merchant, and the bank. This goal has not been achieved in the original probabilistic PayWord scheme.

The question of how to develop an efficient winning number producing functionf() as described in subsec-
tion 5.3 is still an open research problem.
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